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To ascertain that which is unwritten, we resort to the
great principles of reason and justice: but, as these
principles will be differently understood by different
nations under different circumstances, we consider
them as being, in some degree, fixed and rendered
stable by a series of judicial decisions. The decisions of
the Courts of every country, so far as they are founded
upon a law common to every country, will be received,
not as authority, but with respect.¹

¹ Thirty Hogsheads of Sugar v. Boyle, 13 U.S. (9 Cranch) 191, 198 (1815), (cited
with approval in RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW § 112 (1987) cmt.
b).
I. WHY IS THE COMPARATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW INDISPENSIBLE?

In comparative constitutional law, as in life, “[i]t is always wise to look ahead, but difficult to look farther than you can see.” Common sense dictates that when facing a difficult problem, one must research solutions. In ordinary life, a person might speak with his coworkers, friends, or an experienced individual with wisdom to share. Likewise, when engaged with a difficult constitutional issue, the Supreme Court should, and frequently does, look first to American and then to Anglo-law for solutions.

But what if initial efforts yield no solution to our protagonist’s intractable problem, and similarly, the Supreme Court finds no answers in domestic law? He must then look to outside, experienced sources for answers, as the Supreme Court has done increasingly in recent years. In recent cases, the Supreme Court has made significant inroads in recognizing the

2. For this Comment, comparative constitutional law is defined as a court using foreign or international law, including treaties and a foreign or international tribunal’s decision, to interpret its domestic constitution.


5. The Court will look to Anglo-law, or English common law, when it must interpret text through historical comparison. Donald E. Childress III, Note, Using Comparative Constitutional Law to Resolve Domestic Federal Questions, 53 DUKEL.J. 193, 200 n.50 (2003) (drawing upon the occasional cases in which the Supreme Court has cited William Blackstone’s Commentaries, an old English treatise on common law).

value of and drawing assistance from legal developments around the world. Also increasing is “cross-pollination and dialogue between [national] jurisdictions,” which results from foreign and international sources being treated as transnational law that “transcend[s] [n]ational frontiers.”

Can law truly transcend boundaries and should it? It has famously been written that despite relevant political differences, other countries’ “experience may nonetheless cast an empirical light on the consequences of different solutions to a common legal problem.” Several Justices take a similar position. Yet,

10. See Lehmann, supra note 9, at 753–54.
11. Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 977 (1997) (Breyer, J., dissenting). The Scalia-authored opinion, which surprisingly included Justices Kennedy and O’Connor, noted that interpreting a constitution through comparative law was inappropriate, although “quite relevant to the task of writing one.” Id. at 921 n.11.
some Justices criticize this practice as contravening American views. \(^{13}\) Fundamentally the issue is: “In what circumstances, if any, should the United States Supreme Court cite a decision by an international or other foreign court?\(^{14}\)

Throughout its history, the Supreme Court has used nondomestic court decisions, international law, and customary international law in interpreting difficult constitutional issues. \(^{15}\) Today, it incorporates these sources through transnational or transjudicial discourse. \(^{16}\)

The Supreme Court’s use of such law has given rise to much controversy involving its appropriateness. This Comment will explore the Supreme Court’s historical practices, both sides of the transnational law citation debate, comparative methodology’s differing tradeoffs, and will conclude with recommendations for improving transnational discourse. The United States has exported so much constitutional law and related framework that many respected countries and intergovernmental unions now have constitution-reviewing


15. See generally Vincent J. Samar, Justifying the Use of International Human Rights Principles in American Constitutional Law, 37 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV. 1 (2005) (providing various examples and making predictions as to the use of international law to interpret the U.S. Constitution).

16. Transjudicial discourse is the two-way information exchange resulting from the use of transnational law in opinions between courts of different countries by which courts will approve, disapprove, or acknowledge another court’s decision or reasoning.
courts dealing with situations that parallel those dealt with by the Supreme Court. The Court should heed these opinions, while taking into account relevant differences, insofar as there is useful reasoning to be gained and global standards to be gleaned.\textsuperscript{17} Given the pressing need to expand the debate over the use of transnational law in the Court’s decisions,\textsuperscript{18} this Comment will argue, notwithstanding the Court’s infrequent misuses of transnational law, that the Court should look to transnational law as persuasive when faced with a difficult constitutional issue. This Comment proposes that the Court can overcome current shortcomings in transnational citation by citing transnational sources more cautiously, using sound methodology, and fostering related education and discussion both domestically and internationally.

Part II will explore why the Supreme Court is allowed to use transnational law in its constitutional decisions and will survey copious ways in which the Court has used transnational law in its decisions, from its earliest uses to the current transnational discourse period. Part III will explore arguments for transnational law’s use in constitutional cases, its misuses and potential pitfalls, and tradeoffs between various comparative

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{17} Justice Kennedy agrees that America must engage in a two-way judicial “conversation” if the world is to take America’s ideas about freedom seriously. Toobin, \textit{supra} note 12, at 50.
\item \textsuperscript{18} This need is made all the more pressing by the appearance of resolutions expressing disapproval of such use, which include “The Reaffirmation of American Independence Resolution,” sponsored by Rep. Tom Feeney (R-FL) and submitted by seventy-four House Representatives on March 17, 2004. H.R. Res. 568, 108th Cong. (2004). An identical one known as S. Res. 92, was introduced in the Senate a year later by Sen. John Cornyn (R-TX). S. Res. 92, 109th Cong. (2005). Both resolutions have been referred to their respective judiciary committees. Bill Summary and Status, H.R. Res. 568, 108th Cong. (2004); Bill Summary and Status, S. Res. 92, 109th Cong. (2005). The resolutions were in part a response to the Court’s reliance in \textit{Lawrence} on foreign judgments to buttress its interpretations of U.S. laws and to call for a strict originalist view (that is, using foreign sources only to inform the original meaning or intent of U.S. laws) while wholly rejecting any use of transnational law as interpretive authority. \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
methods. Ultimately, in Part IV, the Comment will offer solutions to current deficiencies in transnational law citation by proposing increased efforts aimed at education and experience with transnational law, encouraging more transnational discourse, cautioning that Justices should engage in an examination or acknowledgement of all relevant transnational material, whether supportive or adverse to their position, and exercising restraint and consideration when applying transnational law for constitutional interpretation.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Why is the Supreme Court Historically Allowed to Use Transnational Law in Its Decisions?

From the time of its founding, the United States has had respect for international law. On July 4, 1776, America’s thirteen colonies declared their independence from Great Britain, but “a decent respect to the opinions of mankind” required their thorough explanation.19 The founding fathers themselves drew ideas from a wide arc of modern and historical republics.20 Examples include the Constitution’s clause to “define and punish . . . Offences against the Law of Nations”21 and the unique structure of the U.S. government’s three branches.22 Further, the Third Restatement of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States provides that its international law sources are drawn from the International Court of Justice Statute Article 38(1), which accepts judicial decisions, international conventions, and customary international law as sources.23

22. See McCullough, supra note 20, at 376–78.
23. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES § 102 reporters’ notes (1987); see also U.S. CONST. art. VI (making U.S. authorized treaties “the supreme Law of the Land”).
Inasmuch as no international or foreign court is subject to the U.S. Constitution, it may seem at first blush that the comparative constitutional law, or transnational citation, approach is fundamentally flawed. There is no flaw, however, because high courts’ consideration of such areas as international human rights standards creates customary international law, valuable even to countries’ domestic jurisprudence. Through this transjudicial exchange, a global community is created in which human rights exist on a common normative plane. As this global community becomes increasingly interconnected, customary international law, tribunals’ decisions worldwide, and treaties, whether ratified or not, are more likely to “be implicated by the conduct of a nation’s government to its own people.”

Constitutional courts like the Supreme Court recognize their decisions’ potential to influence international law. Consequently, a relational authority results whereby various prominent domestic courts realize an obligation to examine or acknowledge, though not necessarily to accord with, the actions of other influential courts regarding customary international law and documents embodying the human rights aspect thereof, such as the U.S. Constitution. Likewise, Justice Ginsburg believes to the extent that South Africa, Canada, and the European Union operate under norms similar to that of the United States, they will face the same problems, making their jurisprudence ripe for observation.

---

25. Id. at 317.
26. Id. at 313; see also Albie Sachs, Social and Economic Rights: Can They Be Made Justiciable?, 53 SMU L. REV. 1381, 1388 (2000) (arguing when the Court defends America’s “evolving constitutional traditions,” it defends core values of “world jurisprudence”).
27. Jackson, Transnational Discourse, supra note 24, at 313.
28. See id. at 314; see also RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES § 701 reporters’ note 2 (1987).
B. How has the Supreme Court Used Transnational Law in the Past?

When the United States was but a young country with nearly no laws of its own, it generally adopted and borrowed laws from other countries. The United States frequently used international law in various cases until the approach of the twentieth century.

In Chisholm v. Georgia of 1793, the Court determined an action of assumpsit could lie against the state because the U.S. decision to coexist with the nations of the earth made it subject to “the laws of nations.” The Court also cited the Prussian King for an equal justice proposition.

In the seminal 1824 case of Gibbons v. Ogden, the Court held that the federal government’s power under the Commerce Clause to regulate interstate commerce was supreme over any repugnant state law. In his concurrence, Justice Johnson argued that the law of nations, because it legitimized all commerce in peace time, prescribed the exclusive interstate commerce power to the federal government.

A very unfortunate use of transnational law is found in the 1857 case of Dred Scott v. Sandford, in which the Supreme Court held petitioner was not a citizen and could not bring the

---

31. Id. at 308–09.
32. 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 419 (1793), superseded by U.S. CONST. amend. XI.
33. Id. at 474.
34. Id. at 460.
35. 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1 (1824).
36. U.S. CONSTITUTION art. I, § 8, cl. 3.
action in a court because he was a slave of African descent.\textsuperscript{40} As support, the Court quoted the Declaration of Independence for original racial inferiority intent,\textsuperscript{41} and waxed supremacist by declaring the civilized world’s governments and nations had agreed to exclude the “negro race,” considering slavery its destiny.\textsuperscript{42}

After the U.S. Civil War and until the New Deal era, the Supreme Court clarified U.S. standards through comparativism,\textsuperscript{43} which facilitated a shift in legal development beyond domestic law.\textsuperscript{44} For instance, in Muller v. Oregon, the Court took notice of foreign legislation from Great Britain, France, Germany, and Holland, under which women were ostensibly “protected” from long labor hours.\textsuperscript{45}

The United States became increasingly separatist around World War II and for some time afterwards, usually distinguishing itself from other countries’ laws.\textsuperscript{46} The Court’s fixation with American law (and concomitant rejection of international law) during this period and through the Cold War excluded any possibility that lawyers or public policy makers would realize just how integral international law was to America’s own laws.\textsuperscript{47} While other countries developed their jurisprudence through a constitutional framework parallel to the United States’,\textsuperscript{48} the Court largely did not accord the same respect to such countries with parallel systems.\textsuperscript{49}

\footnotesize

\textsuperscript{40} 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393, 393–99 (1857), superseded by U.S. CONST. amend. XIV.
\textsuperscript{41} Id. at 409–10.
\textsuperscript{42} Id. at 410.
\textsuperscript{44} Id.
\textsuperscript{45} 208 U.S. 412, 419 n.1 (1908).
\textsuperscript{46} See Ginsburg, \textit{Comparative Perspective}, supra note 12.
\textsuperscript{47} Koh, \textit{Globalization of Freedom}, supra note 30, at 308–09.
\textsuperscript{49} The Court’s practice was especially incongruous considering that postwar constitutions contained references to “human dignity” analogous to U.S. constitutional decisions of the period. Jackson, \textit{Transnational Discourse}, supra note 24, at 312.
One scholar posits three ways in which the Supreme Court has used nonbinding authority with an “implicit assumption of relationality” in the mid-twentieth century. The first way is that of superiority, as in Miranda v. Arizona, in which the Court emphasized its holding resulted from this country’s unique principles of justice. The second way is to acutely distinguish U.S. constitutional protection from evils (such as Nazism) present in other countries. In this vein, the Supreme Court has used aversive authority to distinguish America’s freedom of speech and promotion of a marketplace of ideas as something that positively distinguishes it from totalitarian regimes. In contradistinction, the Court noted in Wolf v. Colorado that other common law jurisdictions’ admissions of illegally obtained evidence were a sign that exclusion of illegal evidence may not be “an essential ingredient of [a Fourth Amendment] right.” A third way makes reference to on-point decisions from another country rooted in constitutionally mandated structural similarities, as the Court did in a case concerning intergovernmental tax immunity.

In 1958, the Court began to look outside its borders for support. In Trop v. Dulles the Court momentously declared that the Eighth Amendment would “draw its meaning from the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society,” giving the Justices substantial discretion in

50. *Id.* at 288.
51. *Id.*
53. Jackson, *Transnational Discourse*, supra note 24, at 289 (citing such cases as Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 593–94 (1952)).
54. Terminiello v. City of Chicago, 337 U.S. 1, 4–5 (1949); *see also* Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 497 (1965) (Goldsmith, J., concurring) (comparing the view that “the Constitution protects the right of marital privacy” with the “shocking” majority view that the Constitution does not protect against totalitarian limits on family size).
57. 356 U.S. 86, 101 (1958). Curiously, this case, which involved stripping a citizen of his status in the international community (and which relied on transnational law), gave rise to a decency test that Justice Scalia contends involves American, rather than international, standards. Antonin Scalia & Stephen Breyer, U.S. Supreme Court Justices, Discussion at the American University Washington College of Law:
using international law to define the Eighth Amendment's scope.\textsuperscript{58} The indecency in this case, denationalization as punishment, was barred by the Eighth Amendment because it "strips the citizen of his status in the national and international political community," a punishment that is "more primitive than torture."\textsuperscript{59} Signaling a turning point in comparative constitutional law, the Court relied on two U.N. documents and a Haitian law in concluding "the civilized nations of the world are in virtual unanimity" that denationalization is never appropriate.\textsuperscript{60}

In the seminal Miranda v. Arizona decision, the Court held that a person taken into custody and questioned without being apprised of his rights violated the Fifth Amendment.\textsuperscript{61} The Court examined Scottish, English, Indian, and Ceylon legal safeguards as evidence that excluding custodial confessions under certain circumstances or without counsel did not result in decreased law enforcement in these countries.\textsuperscript{62} Although Americans' rights are grounded in the Fifth Amendment and other countries' practices are based on dissimilar principles,\textsuperscript{63} America’s law enforcement conditions were “sufficiently similar to permit reference” to other countries’ “experience[s] as assurance that lawlessness will not result from warning an individual of his rights or allowing him to exercise them.”\textsuperscript{64}


\textsuperscript{60} \textit{Id.} at 102 nn.35 & 37, 103 n.38.

\textsuperscript{61} 384 U.S. 436 (1966).

\textsuperscript{62} \textit{Id.} at 488–89.

\textsuperscript{63} \textit{Id.} at 489–90.

\textsuperscript{64} \textit{Id.} at 489. The \textit{Miranda} rule has been adopted by other countries on similar grounds. See Scalia & Breyer, \textit{supra} note 57.
C. The Supreme Court’s Current Practice: Transnational Discourse

Transnational discourse between courts or a court and nonbinding international sources of law involve a court becoming “familiar with and discuss[ing], distinguish[ing], or borrow[ing] from related constitutional approaches of other nations and systems.” Although engaging in transnational discourse at a slower pace than other national courts, the Supreme Court has achieved parity, particularly on constitutional human rights issues. The Supreme Court’s advantages in using transnational discourse derive from a more expansive forum in which its constitutional decisions may be compared, contrasted, and constrained through judges’ awareness of competing constitutional traditions—both as a source of approaches to be adopted or distinguished and as a reminder of the transnational context in which their own work will be viewed. Particularly in a system in which constitutional decisions are not easily changed through amendment, to the extent that awareness of transnational constitutional developments tends to lead to more thoughtful and reasoned decisions, it is surely to be valued.


68. See id.

Often relegated to a dissent or concurrence, the use of transnational law for constitutional interpretation in majority opinions has been rapidly increasing. During the 2002 Term, the Court began to use international law at a rate never before seen and has continued since. In other cases during this most recent era, transjudicial discourse played a prominent role.

The Court’s use of transnational law was recently highlighted in Roper v. Simmons, in which the Court held that the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments prohibit executions of offenders who committed their crimes when under age eighteen. The Court used various sources in its determination, including “evolving standards of decency” and evidence of national and international consensus supporting the prohibition. The Court’s desire to conform to near-unanimous facial and global prohibition of juvenile offender execution, given national consensus, is acceptable because acknowledging other nations’ express affirmation of fundamental rights “simply underscores the centrality of those same rights within our own heritage of freedom.”


71. See, e.g., infra notes 74–79, 100–03, 111–12 and accompanying text.


75. Id. at 560–61.

76. Id. at 564.

77. Id. at 575.

78. Id. (emphasizing that the United States stands alone in its official sanction of the juvenile death penalty).

79. Id. at 578.
In her dissent, Justice O’Connor criticized the majority for citing an international consensus against juvenile execution as confirming a contrived national consensus against the same. Yet, Justice O’Connor disagreed with Justice Scalia’s dissent, instead insisting on international law’s general relevance to Eighth Amendment jurisprudence, just not in this case. The majority so incensed Justice Scalia that he read his dissent from the bench and stated, “I dissent,” sans “respectfully.” As well as criticizing the majority’s “national consensus” both mathematically and conceptually, he chastised the majority for citing a convention as support while ignoring America’s explicit reservation thereto to permit juvenile offender execution, for relying on foreign authority without accounting for relevant differences, and for imposing its moral views on the nation.

In Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, the Court denied respondent’s outrageous conduct claims arising from an overnight detention and abduction from his home country of Mexico under the Federal Tort Claims Act and the Alien Tort Statute because

---

80. Id. at 604 (O’Connor, J., dissenting) (arguing there is no true domestic consensus).
81. Id. (O’Connor, J., dissenting).
83. Simmons, 543 U.S. at 608; see also Adam Cohen, Can the Court Recover?, TIME, Dec. 25, 2000, at 76 (noting that omitting “respectfully” is an unusual sign of vehemence).
84. See Simmons, 543 U.S. at 609–15 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
85. See id. at 610–13 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
86. See id. at 622–23 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
87. Id. at 623–25 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
88. See id. at 608, 615–16 (Scalia, J., dissenting). But see id., at 563–64 (majority opinion) (citing multiple Supreme Court cases supporting the Constitution’s contemplation for High Court discretion regarding the death penalty’s acceptability).
90. The Act authorizes “suit for personal injury caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the Government while acting within the scope of his office or employment.” Id. at 698 (citing 28 U.S.C. § 1346(b)(1)) (internal quotations and ellipses omitted).
respondent’s claims were not based on an international norm recognized by the civilized world, which otherwise would have extended Fourth Amendment rights to extraterritorial jurisdictions. The Court admitted, however, that judgment guided by an international norm will necessarily involve substantial discretion in the decision. Nonetheless, this discretion was acceptable because U.S. domestic law “recognizes the law of nations” and applies international law as part of domestic law in appropriate situations. The Court thus rejected respondent’s international authority as being subject to different international norms, and moreover, involving a worse detention than respondent’s. While rejecting respondent’s claims, the Court affirmed the adequacy of the law as a remedy for intolerable human rights crimes and upheld the federal courts’ right to identify which international norms should be enforceable, affirming the federal courts’ role in transnational discourse.

In Lawrence v. Texas, the Court held a state may not criminalize consensual adult sexual behavior in a private context. As support for America’s shared universal values

92. See Sosa, 542 U.S. at 725.
93. Id. at 736–37
94. See id. at 725–26.
95. The Paquete Habana, 175 U.S. 677, 700 (1900), cited in Sosa, 542 U.S. at 729–34 (announcing “[i]nternational law is part of our law,” and where there is no domestic precedent or statutory law, the Court must resort to civilized nations’ “customs and usages” and the related writings of preeminent jurists and commentators as evidence thereof).
96. Sosa, 542 U.S. at 729.
97. Id. at 737 n.27 (rejecting United States v. Iran, 1980 I.C.J. 3 (May 24), which involved a far harsher detention than the one at issue). The Court also refused to follow the United Nations Working Group on Arbitrary Detention’s finding that his detention was arbitrary under customary international law. Id. at 738 n.30.
100. 539 U.S. 558 (2003).
101. Id. at 576.
and petitioners’ sexual privacy rights, which were widely accepted by scores of countries as a component of human freedom, the Court cited to a 1957 committee recommendation to the British Parliament condemning homosexual sodomy laws. The Court also cited the 1981 Dudgeon v. United Kingdom European Court of Human Rights case finding Northern Ireland’s laws prohibiting homosexual sodomy incompatible with the European Convention of Human Rights. Justice Scalia’s harsh dissent, with whom Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice Thomas joined, criticized the majority’s reliance on the European Court of Human Rights decision as meaningless but dangerous dicta because the Court “should not impose foreign moods, fads, or fashions on Americans.”

In Grutter v. Bollinger, the majority held that a public institution may constitutionally consider race in law school admissions as a “plus” factor within individualized applicant consideration. Justice Ginsburg’s concurrence noted that the majority’s opinion accorded with the international community’s understanding that affirmative action must eventually expire, citing the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, ratified as nonself-executing in 1994 and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, not ratified by the United States. Treaties used as exemplary are acceptable, but to use a nonratified treaty as the basis for a decision is a misuse of transnational law this Comment will discuss in Part III.

102. Id.
103. Rubinstein, supra note 72.
105. Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 598 (Scalia, J., dissenting). Curiously, Scalia refers to a Canadian court decision as demonstrating ill effects of the majority’s erroneously perceived freedom of action. Id. at 605.
106. Id. at 598 (internal quotations and citations omitted).
108. Id. at 344–46.
In Atkins v. Virginia, the majority held that the Eighth Amendment prohibits the execution of mentally retarded criminals.\textsuperscript{111} The Court's holding was partially based on the European Union's Amicus Brief, which argued that the world community overwhelmingly disapproved of imposing the death penalty on mentally retarded offenders.\textsuperscript{112} Although at times a transnational law proponent,\textsuperscript{113} Chief Justice Rehnquist's dissent, with whom Justices Scalia and Thomas joined, criticized the majority for relying on other countries' seemingly irrelevant views that he felt could not support the Court's decision.\textsuperscript{114} Significantly, neither Justice Scalia nor Justice Thomas "challenged the majority's use of international human rights law as a source of law or supportive authority," despite their lengthy Lawrence dissents later in the Court's 2002 Term.\textsuperscript{115}

Notably, certain seminal cases could have had startlingly different outcomes by resorting to easy and apparent transnational law, as such decisions could have benefited greatly from transnational discourse.\textsuperscript{116}

The Court may use international law in appropriate circumstances without giving up America's sovereignty to the

\textsuperscript{112} Id. at 316 n.21.
\textsuperscript{114} Atkins, 536 U.S. at 325–26.
will of foreigners. Justice O'Connor feels that in cases involving treaty issues with no domestic precedent, courts may properly look to other countries’ decisions. Yet, even where domestic precedent does exist, such as in an American admiralty law case, international law may properly be incorporated into decisions because the Supreme Court expressly approved such use for admiralty cases in The Charming Betsy decision. However, when only tenuous international precedents exist, a decision should not rely on international law, such as in a Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause case, because most nations would not have any material sufficiently similar to permit any useful comparison.

III. THE ADVANTAGES, CRITICISMS, AND METHODS, OF THE SUPREME COURT'S CURRENT APPROACHES TO TRANSNATIONAL DISCOURSE

In Part II this Comment demonstrated how the Court has engaged in transnational discourse in the past and why the Court has license to do so. Subpart III.A explores arguments for the Court to continue engaging in transnational discourse. Subpart III.B enumerates the pitfalls and misuses of transnational discourse. Subpart III.C considers the tradeoffs between various comparative methods.

A. Arguments for the Court’s Transnational Discourse

1. Furthers Global Dynamism in Constitutional Interpretation

The Supreme Court should be thought of as a mediating force that holds a firm balance between the government’s interests and the individual’s interests, while remaining vigilant “not to consciously elevate one at the expense of the other.” To

117. See Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, Address at the University of Houston Law Center (Mar. 10, 2005) (on file with author).
118. Id.
119. Id. (citing The Charming Betsy, 6 U.S. (2 Cranch) 64 (1804)).
120. See id.
the extent other countries’ high courts engage in this delicate balancing act, their experiences can be demonstrative to the Supreme Court. Because there are no experiments in law—only experience—the Supreme Court should use other countries’ experience to inform its decisions. It has been said that a wise man learns from his mistakes, but a genius learns from the mistakes of others. Why shouldn’t the U.S. Supreme Court learn from other countries’ relevant experience? Additionally, the Court must engage in transnational discourse due to international legal interdependence and transnational areas of law. Justice Breyer notes that “we face an increasing number of domestic legal questions that directly implicate foreign or international law.” Additionally, the Court faces numerous issues, constitutional or otherwise, that would benefit from comparison to foreign courts’ decisions. These comparison points have never been more relevant to the United States. By some accounts, 120 countries exist under some form of democratic self-governance, amounting to sixty-four percent of the population. Further, some areas of law, like human rights, have become fundamentally transnational, fusing national law with international law, despite its constitutional interface in the United States.

2. Advances Global Development of the Law

The President of the Institute for Liberty and Democracy has implored American leaders to recognize America’s influence on the global community and embrace its responsibility as a leader. With this responsibility, the Court has contended, comes America’s duty to consider as instructive the

---

123. Breyer, supra note 12, at 265.
124. Id. at 266.
126. Koh, International Law, supra note 65, at 53; see also Jackson, Transnational Discourse, supra note 24, at 308–09 (discussing human rights law’s global normativity).
Increasingly prevalent today is the Supreme Court’s reliance, justification, and development of transnational law, both through the Court’s opinions \(^\text{129}\) and individual Justices’ meetings with world leaders. \(^\text{130}\) Through transnational legal development, the United States has become involved in a multilateral relationship of law-giving and taking—engaging in a dialogue rather than as a one-sided conversationalist. \(^\text{131}\) As law becomes increasingly transnational, multifaceted norms emerge. Critics, such as Justice Scalia, assert that the modern legal development’s global nature provides no assurances that norms are actually evolving rather than devolving, \(^\text{132}\) so perhaps they should not be used.

Although judgment of such norms can be subjective, these norms can be helpful aids to an acceptable legal solution. When the law is viewed as a solution to a problem, whether legal, societal, or otherwise, the varying circumstances under which cultures attempt to solve a common problem will lead to varying solutions. These varying solutions, combined with transnational discourse and intelligent discussion, create a global marketplace of ideas from which the greatest ideas can rise to the top to be acknowledged, studied, or implemented. The Court must of course adhere to the Constitution, but it should not act as if the global marketplace of ideas does not exist.

Commonalities in respected countries cause the United States to participate either passively or actively in the law’s global development. In 1989, Chief Justice Rehnquist called on domestic courts to consider international precedents, noting that in light of the establishment of “solidly grounded” constitutional traditions “in so many countries, it is time that U.S. courts begin looking to the decisions of other constitutional courts to aid in


\(^{129}\) See, e.g., Rubinstein, supra note 72.

\(^{130}\) See Slaughter, Judicial Globalization, supra note 12, at 1120 and accompanying text.

\(^{131}\) See generally William H. Rehnquist, The Future of the Federal Courts, 46 AM. U. L. REV. 263, 274 (1996) (discussing ideas envisioned by the Framers of the Constitution that have and have not been adopted by other nations).

\(^{132}\) See Scalia & Breyer, supra note 57 (stating that sometimes societies degrade).

This practice is not new. In fact, when America’s “legal rules seem to parallel those of other nations, particularly those with similar legal and social traditions,” the Court has examined international and foreign opinions to assist its interpretation of the Constitution. \footnote{134}{Koh, International Law, supra note 65, at 45.}

For instance, the Court has recognized “ordered liberty” as a concept rooted in various Anglo-law countries. \footnote{135}{Breyer, supra note 12, at 268.}

Similarly, other legal concepts are not uniquely domestic but arise by virtue of a country’s democratic system. Like the United States, other democracies do not create law “from on high but [law] bubbles up from the interested publics, affected groups, specialists, legislatures, and others, all interacting through meetings, journal articles, the popular press, legislative hearings, and in many other ways.” \footnote{136}{Id. (arguing that democratic legal development “affect[s] people in many democratic societies”).}

The sheer multiplicity of sources and interactions, along with discussion and debate around the world, virtually ensure a law is applicable to a broader community than just its country of origin. \footnote{137}{Koh, International Law, supra note 65, at 54.}

One example is the “global human rights movement” concerned with such universal aspirations as “liberty, equality, and privacy.” \footnote{138}{Breyer, supra note 12, at 268; see also U.S. Const. art. III, § 2, cl. 1.}

This simultaneous domestic and global legal development is not haphazard. Only after the democratic process has resulted in legislation, and legislation’s consequences are familiar, does the Supreme Court hear a case and make a judicial decision.
3. **Leads to Judicial Innovation and Dispels “False Necessity”** for Courts and Lawyers

Justice O'Connor propounded that the Court has much it can learn from other legal systems' innovations, experiments, and “new solutions to the new legal problems that arise each day.” Even if the Court were to critically distinguish a foreign court's decision or dismiss its reasoning as flawed, the Court's own reasoning could be improved by explicating its rejection of the foreign law, as well as making its decisions more transparent to the many interested attorneys, courts, citizens, and lawmakers.

Transnational discourse not only enlightens a judge as to different, but acceptable interpretations of universal concepts, leading to “richer judicial dialogue,” but it also serves to increase the decision's legitimacy, or confirm its universally sound reasoning. Thus, although complacency naturally lulls a democracy's citizens to take their private rights for granted during the time at which the citizens should actively defend their rights, transnational discourse can counter this

---


142. See Scalia & Breyer, supra note 57 (statement of Justice Breyer, explaining that international law can be used to open judges' eyes); see also Tushnet, *Returning with Interest*, supra note 139, at 326–27.


complacency by leading a judge to decisions with deeper considerations and reasoning,\(^{146}\) and serving as an indication of the Court’s true global audience.\(^{147}\) Further, as a practical matter, the Court can look to other countries to determine the effects of adopting a particular legal rule.\(^{148}\)

### B. Objections to Transnational Discourse

1. **Lack of Expertise in Using Transnational Law**

   Opponents often argue that there is great danger in incorrectly citing or using transnational law, and look upon judges’ and lawyers’ lack of expertise in transnational legal application as inevitable. The Supreme Court Justices and American law professors admit that more experience is needed to properly use the full resources of international law. Their sense of urgency underscores the need for education in properly applying international law and avoiding confusing or obscure applications.

   Justice Breyer calls attention to difficulties the Justices and their clerks experience in finding relevant comparative material\(^{149}\)—a common argument against transnational discourse. He asks lawyers to recognize that the courts are now receptive to international law and to perform the legal research necessary to bring relevant international law to the Court.\(^{150}\) Justice O’Connor believes experience with international law should begin at the legal education level, especially due to the increasing frequency of international and foreign law in American courts.\(^{151}\) She emphasizes that expanded knowledge in

\(^{146}\) Jackson, *Continuities*, supra note 69, at 261.

\(^{147}\) *Id.*


\(^{149}\) Breyer, *supra* note 12, at 267.

\(^{150}\) *Id.* at 267–68.

\(^{151}\) O’Connor, *supra* note 12, at 351.
the field of comparative constitutional law is needed now.\textsuperscript{152} Comparative law professors agree and reveal that they can best understand legal global changes in the law by making trips to emerging countries that are “some of the world’s most dynamic centers of legal change.”\textsuperscript{153}

However, what first appears to be incompetence when decisions are rendered may actually be something profound for its time. David Fontana brings up an interesting point for consideration: “Even when using American sources, judges do not know all that much. When the Warren Court decided Brown v. Board of Education, it may have known something about the South, but did it really know what would happen in the years following its decision?\textsuperscript{154} In many cases, only through hindsight will a decision come to be known as a well- or poorly-reasoned one. Though competence in comparative constitutional law cannot be presently assured, judges, clerks, and lawyers can assure high competence by using, discussing, and interacting with transnational law.\textsuperscript{155}

2. Misuses of International Law\textsuperscript{156}

Judge Posner argues that the Court should never use a foreign court’s decision as precedent in any way.\textsuperscript{157} He sees problems with using transnational sources of law arising in four ways: (1) citing foreign decisions that subvert our democracy through the “international” countermajoritarian role of the Court;\textsuperscript{158} (2) integrating international sources into the fundamental reasoning of the case rather than using it as simple dicta;\textsuperscript{159} (3) “judicial fig-leafing” or overparticular use of

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{152} Id.
\textsuperscript{153} See Koh, Globalization of Freedom, supra note 30, at 310.
\textsuperscript{154} Fontana, supra note 143, at 622.
\textsuperscript{155} See Jackson, Continuities, supra note 69, at 268.
\textsuperscript{156} Some of this taxonomy is borrowed from Roger P. Alford, Misusing International Sources To Interpret the Constitution, 98 AM. J. INT’L. L. 57, 58–67 (2004).
\textsuperscript{157} See Posner, supra note 14 (outlining the problems that arise when a court cites foreign sources as persuasive or authoritative).
\textsuperscript{158} See id. at 42.
\textsuperscript{159} Id. at 41.
\end{flushleft}
international law; and (4) disregarding different and “complex socio-historico-politico-institutional background” from which foreign cases arise. Finally, arising from these preceding misuses, some argue the Court assumes the improper role of a moral arbiter when it chooses to rely on countries and sources it feels have the “right” law conforming to its own judgment.

The Countermajoritarian Problem

Critics admonish the Court for subverting democracy through countermajoritarianism based on transnational sources. After all, the Justices are not elected by the people, and if through their actions they contravene acts by the people’s elected representatives, the Justices effectively contravene the people’s will. Using transnational sources to further this contravention, opponents contend, would thus amount to imposing a foreign people’s will over American citizens if transnational sources were to constitute a decision’s foundation rather than its supporting authority.

Excessive countermajoritarianism can occur in various ways. One argument is that an inherent flaw in American democracy is that judges with “too many open-ended procedures” accrue a power that makes them deliberately or unconsciously subvert the legislature’s judgment. Thus, the countermajoritarian role would be impossible to abrogate in a democratic society without sacrificing the judiciary’s checks and balances role. Critics also contend that if global opinions were allowed into American jurisprudence’s highest level, that is, constitutional interpretation, they would “trump the democratic will” of local and state governments because Congress cannot enact legislation effectively nullifying a Supreme Court constitutional ruling. Yet, proponents and opponents both agree that international standards must be commensurate with our national experience before they can serve as community

160. Id. at 42. Other scholars have referred to this method as “bricolage.” See Mark Tushnet, The Possibilities of Comparative Constitutional Law, 108 YALE L.J. 1225, 1229–38 (1999) (hereinafter Tushnet, Possibilities).
162. Scalia & Breyer, supra note 57.
163. Alford, supra note 156, at 58.
standards. If the Court reflected a historical domestic attitude to a sensitive constitutional issue, concern for private rights would be lost when needed most. The Constitution exists to protect the minority against the will of the majority. Thus, the Court should continue to subvert the majority’s will when it threatens individual constitutionally protected rights. When the Court must act in this capacity, it should prevent domestic tunnel-vision by looking to international sources, thereby making a broader-minded decision than would be made with domestic sources alone. When something as valuable as individual rights is at stake, the Court should use all the resources at its disposal to make the sturdiest, best-reasoned decision possible. Nonetheless, the Court must be mindful not to create an “international countermajoritarian difficulty,” which would result by giving greater weight to unique international majoritarian values rather than to America’s own values, while purporting to defend the individual from his democracy.

Elevated Uses of International Sources

This misuse usually arises when the Court or a Justice advances an argument based on a widely-accepted international agreement, notwithstanding the fact that because the United States has not ratified the cited convention, it is in no way

165. See generally Carrington, supra note 145.
166. See U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee Hearing on Judge Samuel Alito’s Nomination to the Supreme Court (C-SPAN television broadcast Jan. 9, 2006) (statement of Sen. Dick Durbin (D-Ill.) that the Supreme Court is the “last refuge . . . for . . . rights and liberties”).
167. See, e.g., Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 578–79 (2003) (finding that Texas’ antisodomy law served no legitimate state interest and that it unconstitutionally intruded on the personal life of the individual); Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (recognizing that the right of privacy includes the individual’s right to an abortion and restricting states’ regulations of abortion to instances where they serve a legitimate state interest); Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421, 436 (1962) (finding that a New York school’s daily prayer program was inconsistent with the Establishment Clause of the Constitution and that it infringed on the individual’s right to free exercise of religion).
168. See subpart III.A.3; Jackson, Continuities, supra note 69, at 266–68;
169. Alford, supra note 156, at 59.
binding on the United States. In Roper v. Simmons, the Court used U.S. refusal to ratify the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child to distinguish the United States as a lone dissenting country, following a pattern some commentators identify as misuse of international law.

A more indisputable misuse occurred when the Court cited the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights with approval while ignoring the 1992 U.S. reservation expressly allowing juvenile offender execution. This reservation, which was made expressly to allow the U.S. government the right to execute criminals under eighteen, should have served as strong evidence against a national consensus on prohibition of juvenile offender execution, contrary to the Court’s position. By ignoring the U.S. reservation, the Court effectively reratified the Convention itself sans reservation.

One scholar contends that the Court would create an anomaly if it interpreted the Constitution using a treaty that


171. See 543 U.S. 551, 576–78 (2005); Alford, supra note 156, at 59; Scalia & Breyer, supra note 57.

172. See Simmons, 543 U.S. at 566–68; see id. at 622–23 (Scalia, J., dissenting).

173. Simmons, 543 U.S. at 622–23 (Scalia, J., dissenting).

could be superseded by a statute without constitutionally interpretive power.\footnote{175}{Alford, supra note 156, at 62.} Essentially, if the legislative branch may enact laws that change the Constitution’s meaning and application, then he contends the Constitution could not “be superior, paramount law, unchangeable by ordinary means.”\footnote{176}{Id. (quoting City of Boerne v. Flores, 521 U.S. 507, 528–29 (1997)).}

This argument is a mischaracterization of the Court’s practices because the Court has never used a treaty to interpret the Constitution, per se.\footnote{177}{The Supreme Court treats the Constitution and treaties independently. Cf. Rasul v. Bush, 542 U.S. 466, 473–75 (2004) (discussing habeas corpus applications involving U.S. constitutional or treaty violations).} On the contrary, the Court has, on occasion, merely analogized a treaty to the Constitution as a way of supporting the Court’s conclusion. This practice alters no constitutional rights.

Overparticular Use of International Sources

The Supreme Court practices overparticular or selective use of international sources when it cites only those sources that support its argument, while excluding negative sources. Justice Scalia never misses an opportunity to criticize what he perceives as the Court’s selective use of international law.\footnote{178}{See, e.g., Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 625–27 (2005) (Scalia, J., dissenting); Scalia & Breyer, supra note 57; Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 598 (2003) (Scalia, J., dissenting).} In Lawrence v. Texas, Scalia criticized the Court’s use of the European Court of Human Rights decision as a global proxy when, in fact, the world was equally divided as to homosexual sodomy prohibition.\footnote{179}{See Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 598 (Scalia, J., dissenting); see also Simmons, 543 U.S. at 627 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (arguing that the use of “alien law” only “when it agrees with one’s own thinking” is “sophistry”).} After Lawrence, Scalia called attention to America’s abortion jurisprudence, which is inconsistent with that of the entire world save six countries, indicating that perhaps the Court uses foreign law selectively.\footnote{180}{Scalia & Breyer, supra note 57.} In Roper v. Simmons, Scalia rebuked the majority for citing only nations that support the Court’s decision but not relevant adverse
authority.  

Selective use is an inherent problem with most types of citation. As jurisprudence’s international scope increases the number of sources available, selectivity becomes a greater issue. Selectivity and uncertainty are challenges all judges face; however, diligence in citation and full acknowledgement of positive and negative sources, as Justice Breyer advocates, can overcome these challenges. Indeed, it would be parochial and shortsighted to reject all international sources for fear that contrary international or foreign law might be overlooked. On balance, it is better for a judge to selectively use world knowledge than utterly deny it.

Relevant Differences Between Legal Systems Disregarded

James Madison described differing legal interpretations in his own time: “In Europe, charters of liberty have been granted by power. The United States has set the example, and France has followed it on charters of power granted by liberty.”

In this contemporary era, the Court has been accused of using foreign authorities for support that are not related to the issue before the Court. For instance, suppose the Court cited Russia’s adoption of the U.S. Miranda rule to show worldwide support for a principle embodying informed consent for
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181. See Simmons, 543 U.S. at 628 (Scalia, J., dissenting). He also reproaches the Court for merely “pick[ing] out its friends” in agreement from among the crowd. Id. at 617.

182. Scalia & Breyer, supra note 57.

183. See id.

184. See Koh, International Law, supra note 65, at 56 (recognizing that wholesale rejection of foreign law would erode “U.S. influence over the global development of human rights”). To the extent informational technologies are increasing the availability of foreign and international sources, finding them is becoming a rapidly diminishing problem. Jackson, Continuities, supra note 69, at 267–68.

185. See Tushnet, Possibilities, supra note 160, at 1229.


testimony given while in custody.\textsuperscript{188} The Court’s citation would be misleading if Russia had not adopted the Exclusionary Rule (and this fact was disregarded) because without the Exclusionary Rule, Russia would not have truly adopted the Miranda rule or its spirit.\textsuperscript{189}

Not only should a court take into account political, cultural, historical, and interpretive differences, but actual state practice as well. For instance, a citation to the South African Constitution as a progressive human rights document is misleading if it focuses only on its text and not on actual state practice, which has been criticized as contrary to its explicit constitutional protections.\textsuperscript{190} Comparative constitutional law has developed various methods, discussed in Part IV, to align the United States with the target country on relevant similarities while attempting to minimize distorting differences.

Disguised/Unconscious Moral Imposition

Justice Scalia has amplified the concern that foreign legal citation enables “judicial elites to impose their own moral and social views.”\textsuperscript{191} In Simmons, he blasted the Court for overstepping its bounds by constructively becoming the Nation’s “sole [moral] arbiter.”\textsuperscript{192} The Court accomplished this, he contended, by choosing only those authorities that supported its morals and “discharging that awesome responsibility” with

\textsuperscript{188} See Scalia & Breyer, supra note 57.


\textsuperscript{191} Scalia & Breyer, supra note 57.

direction from foreign authorities. Justice O’Connor agreed that the Court improperly made an independent moral judgment, and quite egregiously, because no genuine national consensus against juvenile crime execution exists. Essentially, she wrote, the Justices substituted their own judgment for a jury’s determination that an accused should be sentenced to death for youthful crimes. The majority countered that it was charged with exercising judgment on “the acceptability of the death penalty” just as the Constitution had contemplated.

Certainly it is not the judge’s position to give his personal moral values the effect of law, but nothing can completely isolate moral views from judgment, especially in the adjudication of sensitive issues. Judge Robert Bork levels an even stronger accusation against the “liberal elite[s]” mission to use nondomestic courts and treaties to administer its moral and legal agendas for American society. Such critics contend that if no nation’s law is particularly appropriate for the case before the Court, then transnational sources’ nonbinding nature leaves the judge to pick and choose the “right” law, according to his moral view. However, this argument severely underestimates the countervailing forces that prevent such alleged judicial indiscretion. The supporting, but never dominant, role of transnational law does not empower a judge to make legal judgments based on his moral views. Indeed, the Court’s legitimacy as a coordinate government branch is as important to enforcing its decisions as the decisions themselves. Therefore, strict natural constraints exist on a judge’s power to manifest

193. Id.
194. Id. at 588 (O’Connor, J., dissenting).
195. Id. at 563–64 (majority opinion) (quoting Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 312 (2002)).
196. Vlahos, supra note 148.
his moral views in the Court’s decisions insofar as they contravene the majority’s morals.200

C. Considerations of Comparative Methodology

The Court must exercise sound comparative methodology because the integrity of its methodology speaks directly to “the authority and legitimacy of foreign law.” Sound methodology should not stretch or pull persuasive authority to fit into nonanalogous circumstances, but rather it should enlighten a judge instead of suffocating him.202 Citation to transnational law, whether used positively, negatively, or simply as mere acknowledgement, should fully engage the underlying reasoning to further dynamic discourse without misunderstanding. The noncomparativist perspective is considered first.

1. Originalism, or Noncomparativist Interpretative Perspective

Justice Ginsburg pokes fun at the prototypical originalist’s seemingly contradictory nature: Originalists consider a comparative perspective essential to the Constitution’s formation but such perspective unsuited to the task of interpreting it.203

Scalia, as a staunch but not unflappable originalist, argues that the Constitution does not give judges license to look at foreign materials for good ideas to apply to an issue before the Court, as that would be undemocratic.205 Yet, good ideas are no
more than ideas; no Justice would knowingly advance a political objective or an ideological view.206

According to Justice Story’s well-respected treatise from 1833 in which the originalist’s rules are enumerated, when judges take an oath to adhere to the Constitution they accept the tremendous responsibility to uphold not a mere compact, but an agreement between government and people.207 Because government and people are equal parties under the Constitution, a final arbiter—the Court—must have the power to make decisions binding on both government and people.208 The arbiter’s first and foremost objective is to construe the Constitution “according to the sense of the terms, and the intention of the parties.”209 In determining the intention of the parties or Framers, the Court must use standard document interpretation rules, such as resorting to extrinsic evidence only when terms are ambiguous.210 Next, interpretation must comport with the spirit of the document.211 Other rules involve interpreting general versus limited terms, implied powers, and textual federalism concerns.212 Most importantly, a Justice “should never forget, that it is an instrument of government” he is construing, and he must aim to engage in “the truest exposition, which best harmonizes with its design, its objects, and its general structure.”213

The United States has evolved greatly in 200 years, and originalists apply interpretive rules to situations not possibly contemplated by the Founders. These interpretation guidelines—though affirming an originalist perspective as

206. Scalia & Breyer, supra note 57.
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211. See id. § 405.
212. See id. §§ 405–454.
213. Id. § 455.
fundamental during the early nineteenth century—nevertheless have the flexibility to allow for comparativist interpretation, especially with regard to extrinsic evidence, (that is, foreign and international law) when encountering ambiguous terms or concepts while adjudicating sensitive constitutional issues.

2. Modern Functionalist Methods

In the context of comparative law, functionalism historically was concerned with a particular problem and a corresponding legal remedy divorced from other concerns, such as the state or nation from which the problem and remedy arose. This functionalist approach is the root of every method of comparative constitutionalism.

The Neofunctionalist Method

In contrast to originalism, the neofunctionalist method “considers legal problems and their solutions in isolation” from political history and geopolitical structural differences and “assumes comparativism’s contribution as a general matter in contemporary globalizing conditions.” Essentially, the neofunctionalist attempts to resolve common constitutionally-based problems with enduring answers. The neofunctionalist method can be useful if one can accept sweeping universalist notions, which are consequently very general. This is somewhat akin to viewing Earth from outer space in the sense that one cannot distinguish borders because all countries appear as indistinct gradients of green and brown. Of course, this is both a benefit and a problem.

A critique contends the neofunctionalist approach is “limited in its capacity to comprehend comparative law’s present role and evolution in contemporary globalizing politics.” Indeed,

215. See id.
216. Id. at 2573.
217. Id.
218. Id.
219. Id. at 2577.
220. Id. at 2573.
severing private law problems from their relevant political considerations is hardly as problematic or controversial as the neofunctionalist’s current attempt to do the same for constitutional law problems.221 The Court echoes this sentiment. Although Justice Scalia has publicly announced that foreign law is irrelevant to U.S. constitutional interpretation,222 comparative foreign law for contract cases presents no controversy.223 Ultimately, a neofunctionalist approach may obscure any hint of a possible solution by “abstract[ing] constitutional problems from their contexts.” When normative questions are involved, the neofunctionalist approach becomes useless.224 Thus, the neofunctionalist method’s limited usefulness dictates that it should only be used in combination with other comparative approaches.

Universalist Interpretation

In contrast to the pure neofunctionalist approach, universalists feel that comparativism can distill various international law into a stronghold of universal principles.225 Although the neofunctionalist method is partially defined by its universal characteristics, a pure universalist would seek to collect solutions or principles before tackling a particular legal problem,226 whereas a neofunctionalist would seek out universal problems and then solutions.

Universalism, as a multidisciplinary comparative technique, has been criticized as being only the “white Western male view of the world.”227 Such a critical view is unwarranted in legal

221. Id. at 2576. However, this is not to say that neofunctionalists are unconcerned with whether viewing a problem is sensible, or if their borrowed framework or solution will reasonably work. Tushnet, Possibilities, supra note 160, at 1229.

222. Mauro, supra note 6 (quoting Justice Scalia at the American Society of International Law, Mar. 2004).

223. Scalia & Breyer, supra note 57.
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comparativism because, after all, legal precepts are simply “intellectual tools to be used and, if necessary, to be cast aside.” This exploratory aim holds true if the scholar compares actual practices and not law that is merely “on the books,” which would introduce false legal precepts.

Mainstream universalism assumes “an intelligible norm” 228 can be imported, 229 and to the extent it can, these imported norms or case law “offers [a court] a convenient shortcut to attaining the same goal” as if it were to formulate the ideals itself. 230 However, American universalists may “confuse the universal and the cultural” principles and assume that “all elements and values” of compared legal precepts “are somehow equal and equivalent.” 231 Ultimately, because universalism’s inherent “horizontal vantage point allows it to see the place of the domestic, as well as the foreign, legal system in giving meaning to a foreign law within that system,” 232 it is an advantageous method, but one to be used cautiously.

3. The Dialogical Perspective

The dialogical perspective is so named due to courts’ practice of engaging in dialogue “with comparative jurisprudence in order to better understand their own constitutional systems and jurisprudence.” The dialogical perspective concerns itself with the process of constitutional interpretation, 235 which can lead to cross-fertilization of ideas and alternative reasoning for “principled decisionmaking.” Consequently, this dialogue helps

228. See Choudhry, supra note 225, at 834 (quoting OTTO KAHN-FREUND, COMPARATIVE LAW AS AN ACADEMIC SUBJECT 21 (1965)) (internal quotations omitted).
229. See id.
230. Knop, supra note 227, at 528.
231. Choudhry, supra note 225, at 835.
232. See Knop, supra note 227, at 523.
233. Id. at 528.
234. Choudhry, supra note 225, at 836 (internal quotations omitted).
one fully recognize the flaws or virtues of one’s own legal system, by exposing its practices as arbitrary or inscrutable and stimulating one to “legal self-reflection.” After extensive self-reflection and comparison, a court may justify “making a legal transfer or reception” from another country.

Various dialogical methods exist, including the “judicial shout-out,” through which the Supreme Court lends credibility to a foreign court’s decisions, and announcements of the “global law,” much like a state’s supreme court would announce the state’s law. Additionally, a court may explicitly approve or disapprove of a foreign court’s decision or other international law source, thereby engaging in an ongoing intercourt dialogue.

The dialogical perspective, however, is not contained merely in the written word. The Supreme Court Justices have actively engaged in meeting with other national high court justices from England, France, Germany, India, and Belgium, as well as in conferences between the Court and the European Court of Justice. In doing so, judges will hopefully open their eyes to the ways other countries deal with similar problems.

4. Genealogical Comparativism, or Ahistorical Comparativism

Genealogical comparativism describes the relationship between the United States and the country from which the Supreme Court borrows information and policies. Genealogical comparativism involves a “historical, cultural, and legal relationship[] between the United States and [that country]."

background to realize when they are being parochial, and legal theorists often reinvent the wheel).

239. Id. at 837.
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Another scholar equates genealogical comparativism to a familial system of constitutions either related “like parent and child, or like siblings who have emerged from the same parent legal system.” Because our law originated from its English parent, it makes sense to use original English law to interpret our law. This method, however, would make just as much sense if applied to other countries due to the many legal, historical, and cultural relationships that exist between the United States and countries other than England.

Professor Alan Watson’s widely discussed comparative law approach incorporates genealogical comparativism in the theory’s second half. His approach arose from perceived shortcomings resulting from traditional comparative law and a historically based comparative approach. The two halves of Watson’s intricate theory can be summarized as follows:

First, he defines the relationships among legal systems strictly in historical terms. A historical relationship exists “where one system or one of its rules derives from another system, probably with modifications; where more than one system or rules of such systems derive from a further system; or (where derive is too strong a term) when one system exerts influence on another.” The second dimension of Watson’s theory follows from the first. Given the prevalence of “legal transplants” from one system to another, Watson asks what role they have played in legal development... For him, legal transplants between systems are a significant engine of legal change.

Professor Tushnet describes Watson’s theory as an internally directed borrowing system driven by coherence

---
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demands,\textsuperscript{251} and criticizes its genealogical half for its “limited applicability”\textsuperscript{252} due to its overreliance on legal transplants (or “borrowing”) that “ha[ve] nothing to do with the overall operation of the political, economic, or social system within which the legal system is located.”\textsuperscript{253} In this regard, it would be much more helpful for a scholar to identify and analyze a decision’s relevant feedback mechanisms to understand the decision’s “after-effects,” which would then indicate whether the court made the right decision at the time, and whether it could be the right one in the current situation.\textsuperscript{254}

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF TRANSNATIONAL DIALOGUE

Even those Justices most strongly in favor of transnational citation acknowledge its limitations.\textsuperscript{255} The Court should take Justice Breyer’s lead and acknowledge more than just their “friends at the cocktail party,” that is, positive authority.\textsuperscript{256} The future for transnational dialogue looks bright when even those typically strongly against the practice admit they would accept it under certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{257}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Tushnet, \textit{Returning with Interest}, \textit{supra} note 139, at 334.
\item \textit{Id.} at 335.
\item \textit{Id.} at 334.
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\item See Scalia & Breyer, \textit{supra} note 57 (quoting Breyer’s admonition that it would not be feasible for the practice of citing opposing authority to become more than occasionally relevant).
\item \textit{Id.} (quoting Breyer’s assertion that he acknowledges both positive and negative authority).
\item \textit{Id.} (quoting Scalia’s concession that foreign law could be validly used in a latitudinal, or surveying, approach to the Establishment Clause to show that taking a particular stance will not cause societal ills).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
A. Increased Education and Awareness of Transnational Comparative Law

One commentator expresses concern at legal education’s current dearth of transnational law instruction compared to the “explosive growth of transnational public law” and its growing real world importance. Justice Breyer recommends fundamental changes to legal education whereby foreign law would be incorporated into a law student’s torts or contracts courses to reflect the ways in which business, contract law, and human rights law are becoming increasingly international. The University of Houston Law Center has recognized international law’s educational gravitas by allowing first-year students to take an international law elective during their second semester. In these ways, not only will future lawyers become more adept at finding and dealing with international law, but their expertise will help courts do so as well.

Justice O’Connor identifies three compelling reasons why lawyers and judges should become better versed in comparative law and foreign legal systems: to properly practice foreign law application in domestic courts, to borrow the best ideas for our institutions, and to better enable international cooperation. Further, she contends that with increased choice-of-law provisions and international transactions, transnational litigation costs will increase, but this can be counteracted through lawyers’ and judges’ increased familiarity and expertise with the laws of other countries.
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For their part, law schools have been sponsoring conferences, exchanges, and seminars to promote international law exchange among judges and students. However, due to the lack of “professional, general comparative law scholars,” most law students will not receive an education enabling them to become aware of their own parochialism. Without parochial awareness, students and lawyers alike will not look outside their borders or prepare for a world of global relevance. This could explain why most comparative law professors are not from the United States.

Regardless of the explanation, American legal education must now move forward because the United States will remain a world leader only if it can “borrow ideas from other legal systems.” The reality is that future judges and many presently practicing lawyers have interacted with foreign law in today’s highly globalized world, and thus the future judge will have translatable skills which, for him, will make applying foreign law as familiar as interpreting domestic statutes.

B. Engage in More Discourse with Foreign Countries

Justices Breyer and Kennedy are actively engaged in transnational discourse because only through promoting discussion and debate regarding comparative citation practices “will you get the system to move towards possibly better answers.” Further, a court should help other courts interpret, understand, and apply its decisions, as the European Court of
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Justice has done on its website. Next, while summits and meetings including the Supreme Court, the European Court of Justice, and high courts in France, Germany, England, and India, facilitate discourse, more justices and more courts should become involved in such invaluable face-to-face discussions that explore judges’ legal analysis and differing jurisprudence. Finally, transnational discourse should extend beyond decisions to include practical solutions for courts struggling with similar institutional problems, such as overcrowded dockets.

C. Encourage Transparency in Opinions

It is favored when a Justice strongly supports making the Court’s sometimes opaque opinions “as transparent as possible.” Other countries’ supreme courts have made similar commitments to increased transparency. Through transparency, or a court’s complete explanation of why it held as it did, an advocate may observe which international sources the Court found persuasive and why. In this way, a transparent opinion will add to the collective, well-reasoned body of persuasive international sources with relevance to
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constitutional issues, proving helpful to litigants citing international law in any federal court. Most importantly, transparency acts as a feedback mechanism, furthering transnational discourse through the Supreme Court’s published critique of other courts’ decisions,280 whether positive or negative.281

D. Always Use Transnational Sources in Constitutional Interpretation with Restraint and Due Consideration

Justice Rehnquist warns of the dangers faced by the Court when deciding tough constitutional questions:

If the Supreme Court wrongly decides that a law enacted by Congress is constitutional, it has made a mistake, but the result of its mistake is only to leave the nation with a law duly enacted by the popularly chosen members of the House of Representatives and the Senate and signed into law by the popularly chosen president. But if the Court wrongly decides that a law enacted by Congress is not constitutional, it has made a mistake of considerably greater consequence; it has struck down a law duly enacted by the popularly elected branches of government, not because of any principle in the Constitution but because of the individual views of desirable policy held by a majority of the nine justices at that time.282

This consideration lies behind the “refined comparativism” argument that the Court should resort to the persuasiveness of
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transnational or comparative constitutional law only when faced with “hard cases.” A hard case involves a question not easily resolved by “higher-order sources of constitutional meaning,” such as the Constitution’s text, or by clear American sources, due to the issue’s originality or conflicting sources. In such cases, a court may justifiably use refined comparativism whereby a judge would look “at American sources, deciding that these sources lead to a particular concept, and affixing a particular comparative conception to that concept.” The judge would take care to nip possible problems of transferability in the bud by, for instance, adopting only a particular case in a line of cases rather than a “wholesale” adoption, and limiting the precedential effect as to the time or scope of his decision. Most importantly, the judge must recognize when too many contextual differences will make the legal transplant unsuitable or lessen the authoritative weight of citation accordingly. As long as the Supreme Court creates “broad, abstract legal rules” that will be substantively informed by successive cases, American comparative constitutional law will have a happy ending.

V. CONCLUSION

The United States has spoken about its law to other countries for many years but only recently has it begun to listen once again with fervor. Because the Constitution does not exhaustively catalog rules nor has any part of it been endorsed by a “superior authority,” the Court must continue using transnational law in constitutional interpretation, while
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remaining vigilant to adroitly step around the minefield that is the misuse of international law. If the Court continues down this propitious path, its attentiveness and interest in global legal development will secure its position of influence in the global development of rights and norms that are fundamentally international in nature. Additionally, although citing international law is nothing new, this practice will ensure U.S. constitutional jurisprudence naturally evolves as the United States and other respected societies evolve.

The Framers did not contemplate modern technology and the current global interaction that has vitally changed constitutional jurisprudence, but they did accept other countries’ views as informative.\textsuperscript{290} As Justice Breyer proclaims, “I believe the ‘comparativist’ view that several of us have enunciated will carry the day—simply because of the enormous value in any discipline of trying to learn from the similar experience of others.”\textsuperscript{291} The Court should proceed cautiously toward using the best sources for constitutional interpretation so that it may exercise, to the best of its ability, its “judicial Power [which] shall extend to all Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under this Constitution.”\textsuperscript{292}
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